Information about Land Bone & Stone App 3
What is this app?
The landscape is a tapestry of stories and sounds. Experience
them with this app!
You can walk a route on the South Dorset Ridgeway and the app
will respond by producing sound. It's a soundscape you control by
walking. This is not your usual ‘tour guide’ – it is an immersive
sound tapestry woven out of spoken and musical elements. It
integrates old and new stories and sounds into the Ridgeway
landscape with its deep history, myths and legends.
There are two sites in this app: Kingston Russell Stone Circle and
Culliford Tree Barrow. You can visit one or both of these sites, start
the app, and walk around to explore the sounds. Enjoy!

How do I get this app?
Make sure you are connected to a fast wifi service at home or elsewhere
(to conserve your mobile data allowance!)
If you have a QR-code reader, scan the code below. If you don’t, just visit
http://satsymph.co.uk/?p=1001
Both of these methods takes you to a page where you can download the
apps and find out more information.

What does this PDF contain?
This PDF contains:
•

General information about what this app does

•

Download instructions to help you get the app

•

Information about what to expect on site when using the
app to listen to the soundscapes

•

Helpful advice and solutions for simple problems (e.g. GPS
settings on your device)

•

Specific information about the sites and the soundscapes,
travel and parking information, maps, etc.

How do I use this app?

What should I expect on site?

This is an audio-app. It is not a wayguide or a visual app. We
recommend you print out a copy of the pdf map (you can’t run
the pdf and app simultaneously on your phone!), park up,
switch on the app, put your earbuds in or headphones on,
then stick your phone in your pocket – and just walk. It’s not
‘an audio-guide’, it’s about DISCOVERY: go find the
‘soundpools’, find out how they react to your movements.
Some of the soundpools are ‘linear’ – they follow a linear
feature such as a footpath. Others are ‘diffuse’ – they are
scattered over a field, for example, and you have to ‘go find
them’. Enjoy the landscape, have fun exploring, looking for
soundpools, and listening to what they say!

Some notes on the experience:

The app contains all the content and everything else required.
It does not need a network data signal on site, nor does it
stream live content. It simply uses your device’s location to
trigger the content. All you have to do is download the app
(see above), print off the PDF or look at the maps and further
information, then go discover.

• you can ‘walk slowly through a soundpool’, or stop and listen till
the audio finishes, then move on.
• The audio is triggered once you step over the ‘virtual edge’ of a
soundpool. It fades out when you step over its other edge. If it
hasn’t finished, why, just turn around and walk back into it – it will
start from the beginning again. If you’re still ‘in the zone’ and the
audio’s finished, just walk on and the next will soon start up.
• The soundpools play ‘walking forwards’ and ‘walking back’.
• Each soundscape differs in character according to site and who
was involved in their creation.
• The size of a soundpool on the map is no indication of how long
the sound lasts – it’s the edges which matter! Mind the edges!
• PLAY WITH IT, BE EXPERIMENTAL, SEE WHAT IT DOES!

NOTES & TROUBLE-SHOOTING:
• Make sure your phone’s ‘ location services’ is ON
• The first thing you should hear is ‘welcome music’; this
means the app is working
• This message may appear from time to time, but if you
continue moving your phone will pick up the signal again

NOTE: Many smartphones will interrupt the soundscape when
you receive a call or text message. To resume – simply switch
back to the app when you are ready.

3a (Kingston Russell Stone Circle): see p4 for parking
3b (Culliford Tree Barrow): see p5 for parking
Note that these two installations are in very different areas quite far from each other!

Kingston Russell Stone Circle

Location: North of Abbotsbury and Portesham, south of Littlebredy.
The walk to Kingston Russell takes about 30 minutes. Exploring the soundscape takes 20
minutes to an hour.
Kingston Russell Stone Circle has stood on the Ridgeway for over 4,000 years along with
nearby Bronze Age burial mounds – barrows - now almost unseen under your feet. Stone
circles have fascinated us through the ages and many stories have grown up to explain their
presence. Our story has a contemporary twist. Weymouth College students working with
DIVAcontemporary and Satsymph recorded natural and made-sounds. The words were
written by Ralph Hoyte. These sounds and words were edited, manipulated and then mixed.

Site

Put thine ear to the stone, what hearest thou?

Parking
Above: Location of site, suggested parking area and walking route
Map © Crown Copyright 2015. OS licence number: 100019790.

Below: plan of soundscape regions at the stone circle itself
Aerial Photography © Getmapping 2014

I hear:
The clankings of history
The moan of sheep
The backsuck and squabble of waves on far
… far
… far
… far, yet so near –
sea
At the gate enter the field, walk in and through the stone circle, and around the surrounding
field. Don’t forget to explore the very edges of the area! Try and discover the two hidden
barrows near the stone circle. When the sound stops you have left the story. Created by
students from Weymouth College working with DIVAcontemporary and Satsymph: Antony
Rice, Charlie Herbert, Conor Murphy, Dylan Pering, Jack Tasker, Ori Tolkovsky, William Geeson
and Alex McKechnie. David Rogers, Mandy Rathbone and Victoria Pirie of DIVAcontemporary.
Marc Yeats, Ralph Hoyte and Phill Phelps of Satsymph.
Tracks, interviews and photographs of the work with Weymouth College students:
https://ridgewaysounds.wordpress.com/sounds-of-the-neolithic/kingston-russell-stone-circlewith-weymouth-college-students/

Culliford tree barrow

Site

Location: Near came down golf club, north of Weymouth, east of A354.
Exploring the soundscape takes 20-30 minutes.
Culliford Tree Barrow, a 4,000 year old Bronze Age burial mound, is one of many
barrows in the fields and woods around you. The barrow is also a boundary marker for
the parish of Whitcombe and a former meeting place of the Culliford Tree Hundred.
Anglo-Saxon burials were found in the top of the barrow when it was excavated over
100 years ago. It is said that at midday fairy music can be heard from the top of the
barrow. Dorset Studio School students working with DIVAcontemporary and Satsymph
recorded natural and made-sounds. The words were written by Ralph Hoyte. These
sounds and words were edited, manipulated and then mixed.

large, bowl-shaped
four skeletons at length, in descending series
at the neck of one: amber beads
two with gold plates
at the depth of seven feet a large urn
Parking
containing burnt bone and ashes
amidst them a small vessel of clay
plain, rude and fragile
amidst them a dark stain in the earth
all that remains of a human being
plain, rude and fragile
Above: Location of site, suggested parking area and walking route
Map © Crown Copyright 2015. OS licence number: 100019790.
human beings
plain, rude and fragile:
Below: Installation schematic of soundscape regions
plain, rude and fragile
Aerial Photography © Getmapping 2014
Enter the field from the gate on the small road heading north alongside the Culliford Barrow field. Walk
to the top of the tree-covered barrow, listen for music and explore the barrow’s story in the surrounding
field: look to the sea and Bincombe Barrows to the west and to the Winterbourne valley to the north.
Created by Students from Dorset Studio School working with DIVAcontemporary and Satsymph:
Charlotte Hall, Emese Baktai, George Yeandle, Harry Beck, Kaitlyn Kelly, Nathan Fuller-Lane, Rebecca
Cummings, Robin Dutton, and David Humphreys . David Rogers, Mandy Rathbone, Mark Hewitt, and
Victoria Pirie of DIVAcontemporary. Marc Yeats, Ralph Hoyte and Phill Phelps of Satsymph.

Who made these apps and further acknowledgements

Satsymph is contemporary composer, Marc Yeats, poet and
writer Ralph Hoyte, coder and audio-engineer Phill Phelps. We
create GPS-triggered artistic, literary and cultural-historical apps
for the smartphone.
Satsymph have curated, designed, laid out, directed and
produced this series of ground-breaking apps on the South
Dorset Ridgeway. To achieve this we have partnered with
DIVAcontemporary [Bridport] on two projects: Sounds of the
Neolithic and Seasonal Sound walks where DIVAcontemporary
have taken members of local communities, colleges and schools
on sound walks to listen, collect, create and record intervention
and ambient /environmental sounds as well as ‘perform’ Ralph’s
scripts on site and in the studio.
We have also worked with InsideOut Festival commissioned
artists Frances Aitken and Art Music. Once our partners work
was complete, SATSYMPH ran App-Build workshops with their
participants [local schools and colleges and individual artists]
where their sound content and creative involvement was an
integral part of the App Build process and finished product.
Marc Yeats, Artistic Lead of the project undertook the initial
site-visits and preliminary scape design as well as editing and
mixing participants’ recorded sounds. He also composed the
welcome and background music that links all sites in the Land of
Bone and Stone Apps.

Ralph Hoyte wrote the scripts used by the various groups as base
material, and for in-app story-telling. Phill Phelps designed all the
technical and coding necessary to make the apps work. Where
required we acted as facilitators to realise artist and participant’s
ambition within our installation design, creating new region
behaviours to enable this.
Special thanks to DIVAcontemporary’s Victoria Pirie for providing
background archaeological research and input.

Further acknowledgements
This app is set in the stunning South Dorset Ridgeway area or Land of
Bone and Stone, cited as one of Europe’s finest ancient ceremonial
landscapes with its thousands of prehistoric monuments. These are
one aspect of a landscape that reveals the marks of 8,000 years of
continual human occupation and farming. It is a land of chalk, gravel
and limestone; of ancient monuments, hill forts, burial mounds and
traditional villages. It is rich in wildlife, history and stunning views,
and is part of the nationally-important protected landscape of the
Dorset Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
This app has been created as part of the wide-ranging South Dorset
Ridgeway Landscape Partnership Programme. The programme was
developed by the Dorset AONB Partnership and is majority-funded by
the Heritage Lottery Fund with a remit to conserve the area’s
amazing natural and built heritage, promote community participation
in that heritage, improve access and learning about the heritage and
to train people in heritage management.
Through the Landscape Partnership there are many other
opportunities for you to learn about and explore this area. For more
details see www.dorsetaonb.org.uk

